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E-Bike KMC REACT
10-speed 11-42T cassette
black

Price 46.63 €

Previous price 53.22 €

Availability
Unavailable

Number 50024349

Producer code BCS101142

EAN 4715575885131

Product description

KMC Chain, being a recognized world leader in bicycle chain manufacturing, perfectly represents excellence, innovation and
reliability in the field of bicycle propulsion. Since its founding in 1977 in Taiwan, the company has earned the trust of cyclists
around the world, becoming a pioneer in the industry.

Advanced technologies and a relentless pursuit of excellence in chain manufacturing are the foundations on which KMC Chain
has built its brand. Utilizing the latest advances in materials science, the company offers products made from high-quality
steel, which guarantees not only durability, but also excellent riding performance.

KMC REACT 10-speed 11-42T E-Bike cassette black

TheKMC REACT 10-speed is a cassette that takes the cycling experience to a new level. Designed with Shimano HG
freewheelers in mind, it guarantees smooth and precise gear shifts on both climbs and descents. Perfectly integrated boosters
make derailleurs fast and efficient, eliminating unnecessary delays.

The aesthetics of this product are also noteworthy. The black coating on each sprocket not only gives the cassette a modern
look, but also shows the manufacturer's attention to detail. This is not only a riding tool, but also an aesthetic piece that will
make any cyclist stand out.

Robust construction from high-quality steel is a guarantee not only of durability, but also of resistance to intense loads. KMC
REACT 10-speed is ready to meet the demands of cyclists, both extreme and those who appreciate a comfortable ride.

With compatibility with KMC chains, including popular models such as DLC10, X10SL, X10EL, X10, e10, and Shimano HG
chains, this cassette becomes a versatile solution for different user preferences and needs. Whether you're about to tackle
challenging mountain trails or enjoy a leisurely ride on your electric bike, the KMC REACT 10-speed is ready for action.

By including it in your drivetrain, you not only gain confidence in its performance, but also a style element that will catch the
eye and accentuate the character of your bike. KMC REACT 10-speed - reliability, performance and aesthetics in one.

Compatible with Shimano HG freewheel
High-quality steel
Ready for use on electric bicycles
Model: REACT 10-speed
Freewheel mounting: Shimano HG
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Number of gears: 10
Recommended chain: KMC (DLC10, X10SL, X10EL, X10, e10), Shimano HG

Grade variants (select version):

11-36 (11-13-15-17-19-21-24-28-32-36 teeth).
11-42 (11-13-15-18-21-24-28-32-36-42 teeth)

Material:

Gears: Steel
Lock nut: Steel

Color:

Black

Scope of supply:

1 x KMC REACT 10-speed cassette including lock nut
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